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Foreword from the Dean of Faculty 
of Computing, Universiti Malaysia 

Pahang 
 
 
 
 
 

Assalamualaikum wbt. 
 
On behalf of Universiti Malaysia Pahang, it is my honour to welcome all 
participants to the International Competition and Exhibition on Computing 
Innovation (iCE-CInno 2019). Indeed, this is a very special event for us as it is the 
second time iCE-CInno to be organized by the Faculty of Computing, Universiti 
Malaysia Pahang. 
 
With the theme “Eyeing The Future “, this competition aims to promote the 
spirit of inventiveness among Malaysians and ASEAN participants. The 
competition will serve as a platform for the talented pool of researchers, 
academics, computer scientists and young inventors to introduce and exhibit 
their creations that optimistically will drive technologies in future. 
 
The main message is that we need to think of innovation not as a sudden flash 
of inspiration, but as a long process of searching, experimenting and learning. 
For this to become a reality, it requires a platform that allow for continuous 
interaction so that researchers can learn from each other. I hope this 
competition may help stimulate innovation efforts through increased 
understanding of the long-term effects and sustainable growth. 
 
I am really fortunate to be part of such great event and I am very grateful to the 
program committee who worked very hard in making iCE-Cinno 2019 a success. 
 
 
 

Assoc. Prof. Ts. Dr. Mohamad Fadli Zolkipli 
Dean 
Faculty of Computing 
Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
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Foreword from Chairperson of 
International Competition and 

Exhibition on Computing 
Innovation 2019 (iCE-CInno 2019) 

 
 

 
Assalamualaikum wbt and warm greetings. 
 
I would like to welcome all our delegates and participants to the International 
Competition and Exhibition on Computing Innovation 2019 (iCE-CInno 2019). 
iCE-CInno 2019 acts as a platform to identify talents of students from primary to 
higher education and to recognizes the innovation of students, educators and 
industry to a higher level (international) in the field prestigious. iCE-CInno 
permits academician and students to showcase their products such as 
multimedia tools, computer applications, mobile application and systems. 
 
The iCE-CInno technical committee had received more than 100 applications for 
the iCE-CInno 2019 competition. Out of these entries, the committee had 
shortlisted approximately 60 entries to be exhibited at the iCE-CInno 2019. The 
selected abstracts can be found in this proceeding and we hope that this volume 
will provide valuable study for its readers, who have a direct interest in online 
and flexible learning. We also hope that the carnival will continue to strive to be 
the catalyst for knowledge sharing amongst participants. 
 
I would like to record our sincere appreciation to Faculty of Computing for 
supporting this event. I am really fortunate to be part of such a great event and 
I am very grateful to the program committee who worked very hard in making 
iCE-CInno 2019 a success. 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Noorhuzaimi@Karimah Mohd Noor 
iCE-CInno 2019 Chair 
Faculty of Computing 
Universiti Malaysia Pahang 
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The Agenda 
 
 

Day 1 - 22 September 2019 (Sunday)  

Time Event 

10.00am – 1.00pm  Registration & booth setup by participants 

 

Day 2 - 23 September 2019 (Monday) 

Time Event 

7.30am – 8.30am Registration for ERPC 1 

8.30am – 9.00am Briefing for ERPC participants 1 

9.00am – 12.00pm  Poster exhibition, ERPC tournament 1 & Judging 
session 1 

12.00pm – 12.30pm ERPC Tournament Prize giving ceremony 1 

12.30pm – 2.15pm Lunch Break 

12.30pm – 1.45pm Registration for ERPC 2 

1.45pm – 2.15pm Briefing for ERPC participants 2 

2.15pm – 5.15pm Poster exhibition, ERPC tournament 2 & Judging 
session 2 

5.15pm – 5.45pm ERPC Tournament Prize giving ceremony 2 

 

Day 3 - 24 September 2019 (Tuesday) 

Time Event 

9.00am – 10.15am Poster exhibition 

9.30am – 10.00am Pitching session 

10.20am  Arrival of faculty members and guests 

10.45am Arrival of UMP Vice Chancellor 

11.00am  Closing speech by UMP Vice Chancellor 

11.15am  Speech by Head of Judges 

11.30am Prize giving ceremony & photo session 

12.30pm End of closing ceremony 

1.00pm Exhibition ends 

 

  ** ERPC – Elementary Robotic Programming Competition
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INTELLIGENT PARKING LOT DETECTOR FOR DISABLE PEOPLE 
 

Heriyan Bin Jumadi, Filzah Binti Omar, Muhammad Irfan Bin Mazlan,  
Nia Tasha Binti Zachary, Ruvitheraa A/P Moortly 

SMK Bandar UDA Utama, Johor Bahru, Johor 
 

Summary 

The product is known as ‘Intelligent Disable Parking Lot Detector’ to halt misuse and misconduct of the parking lot 
provided to the disable person.  This product is applying the MFRC-522 RFID Radio Frequency IC Card Inducing Sensor Reader 
for Arduino that comes along with ultrasonic sensor and a buzzer. This innovation is in line to industrial 4.0 for monitoring 
and automatic 24-hour prevention without having to rely to the officers.  

 
Introduction 

Parking lot for the disable is being prepared and made ready for physically disable and wheel-chaired bound road 
users. However, this facility is commonly misused and abused by the community. The parking space for the disable can be 
seen almost at all public places such as the clinics, hospitals, post offices and shop lots near to the banks. This is solely meant 
that these public places are easily accessible to them so that it is easier for them to park their vehicles accordingly. 
Nevertheless, a few selfish individuals have abused their special rights that made them to go through all the hassle just to 
find a parking spot. No action can be taken by the authority to this irresponsible act by some society because they would try 
to act a step ahead than the authority by parking their vehicle when the authority is nowhere to be seen.  

Our main objectives for our product are to prevent a misuse and misconduct of disable people parking lot. Our 
product is low cost of implementation. It is also easy to install and use. We want to make a simple product for disabled 
people by only using identity card to prevent public abuse of designated parking spot for the disable person. After the disable 
person got their license, they will be given their identity card and RFID tag. A chip will be implements in their identity card. 
If they lost their identity card they need to inform the social welfare department. 

This project is a new innovation which started in the middle year 2018. The process took about three months to get 
a solid prototype and it took a few months for this product to get the stage of improvisation. Before we started with the 
analysis and design of the project, we referred many research papers, manuals, websites and documents related to the 
concept of the project. Based on our research, the mosaic of rules governing handicapped parking divides into two basic 
spheres: permit regulation (rules governing the issuance and form of handicapped parking permits); and site regulation (rules 
for sitting and design of handicapped parking spaces at commercial facilities, workplaces, public streets and residential 
buildings). According to The Graduated School University, illegal use of handicapped parking is a major problem affecting the 
lives of approximately 72% of the estimated 43 million Americans whom rely on private automobiles for their transportation.  

All of the reason above inspired us to make this product called “Intelligent Disable Parking Lot Detector” and we 
believe that this is a good way to prevent public abuse of parking spot for disable people. 

The Objectives 

1. To prevent a misuse and misconduct of disabled parking lot. 
2. To make a simple product for disabled people by only using identity card to prevent public abuse of designated 

parking spot for the disable person. 
3. Low cost of implementation and easy to use. 
4. To help 453,258 disable people in Malaysia, who are using parking lot for disable people.  
5. To help ease the task force of district councils and to reduce the use of enforcement personnel. 

 
Description of the Work 

Hardware 
 
Innovation: The prototype’s Arduino Uno, 2 Servo Tower 90g, Buzzer and 2 breadboard, ultrasonic sensor and RFID Card. 
This RFID card will be given to the disable people to use it when they want to use disable parking lot. 
 

 

 

 

 

Prototype of the Product 
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Figure 1 Front view 

 
Figure 2 Inside view 

 
 

 
Impact 
1. Our product will help 453, 258 disable people. 
2. Avoid “able” people use of parking lot for disable people. 
3. Help the workload of authorities’ parties such as City Council or State Government. 
4. Easy to install and use. 
5. Low cost of implementation. 
 

Novelty and Creativity  

This innovation brings a lot of advantage to us. Firstly, it can avoid able people from misusing it. It can also help the workload 
of the authorities’ parties such as City Council or state. Other than that it is also easy to install and to use. The most important 
is the cost of the implementation is cheap. 

 

Deployment of End Product 

First, we will make a collaboration with UTM (University Technology Malaysia) EXCITE. With this collaboration we can use 
the expertise from UTM to build end product which is suitable with the targeting market. Now, our school is already being 
adopted by UTMExcite and this will be the first step to further our ideas.  Secondly, we can sell our product ideas to the 
industry that needs this product such as the government, city council and state government. In order to make our product 
more secure from plagiarism we need to patent our idea. We had been presented this idea to the city minister and they 
seem interested to our product and we still waiting their respond to further our discussion. Last but not least, we can make 
our own product within our capability and try our best to make it simple and low cost. 
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Social, Sustainability, (and Economic) Design Considerations 
 
From our point of view, DISABLE PARKING LOT DETECTOR can help to improve the safety in community. Furthermore, it is a 
medium to decrease the misuse and misconduct of the disable parking spot. DISABLE PARKING LOT DETECTOR is also user 
friendly. This innovation will help disable people find a parking spot easily. Therefore, there will be no worries when they 
want to find a parking space. 

 
Relevance to the Current Theme 
 
This innovation implies the ENGINEERING concept which is used by ARDUINO UNO. Disable Parking Lot Detector has many 
components such as Arduino Uno, ultra-sonic and RFID that is relevance to the current theme. 
 

Conclusion 
 
A proactive measure is taken by introducing an innovation known as The Disable Parking Lot Detector to halt misuse and 
misconduct of the facility and provided to the disable people. This product is applying the MFRC-522 RFID Radio Frequency 
IC Card Inducing Sensor Reader for Arduino that comes along with ultrasonic sensor and a buzzer. This innovation is in line 
to industrial 4.0 for monitoring and automatic 24-hour prevention without having to rely to the officers. 
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HAPPY DUSTBIN - MOVABLE DUSTBIN DRIVEN BY ROBOTIC CAR 
 

Ahmad Fahim Luthfi bin Mohamad Safri  

Sekolah Kebangsaan Tok Sera 

Intan Nordira binti Abdul Kadir 

Maktab Rendah Sains MARA Kuantan 

intan.nordira@mara.gov.my 

 

Highlights 
My first experience attending Robotic Class was in School Holiday Camp, in December 2018, the Roboshop centre 

located Indera Mahkota, Kuantan. My first robots I had learned were Smart Dustbin and RoboCar. From these projects I had 
learned the basic things about Robotic system which consist of Arduino Uno, breadboard, wire and electric supply. The 
programming for coding also be introduced in a fun way called ArduBlock which its surface is interesting and easy to use. 

I love car and I love environment too. So I decided to create a combination of Car with Dustbin, so it’s come out 
with Happy Dustbin. The dustbin has sensor mechanism and car use Bluetooth to be controlled by smartphone. My new 
creation of Happy Dustbin has helped my sister to collect paper scrap, small toys and put into a proper bin. It is an interactive 
and fun activity when the bin can move around the house, driven by my robotic control car.  

I hope in future, the design of my Happy Dustbin will be more futuristic, with small tires hidden under the bin, the 
bin interacts actively like Transformer, and it will help many people to use this bin and help our environment clean and tidy.  
 

Key words: Roboshop Technologies, Arduino Uno, Ardublock, Microcontroller.  

 

Introduction 

Introducing Arduino Uno as Microcontroller 

Arduino is an open source programmable circuit board that can be integrated into a wide variety of makerspace projects 
both simple and complex.  This board contains a microcontroller which is able to be programmed to sense and control 
objects in the physical world.   By responding to sensors and inputs, the Arduino is able to interact with a large array of 
outputs such as LEDs, motors and displays.  Because it is flexible and low cost, Arduino has become a very popular choice for 
makers and makerspaces looking to create interactive hardware projects (Makerspace.com). 

Programming with ArduBlock as friendly user Surface 

ArduBlock is a programming environment designed to make “physical computing with Arduino as easy as drag-and-drop.” 
Instead of writing code, worrying about syntax, and misplacing semicolons, ArduBlock allows you to visually program with a 
snapped-together list of code blocks. ArduBlock builds on the simplicity of Arduino, and creates a perfect beginner gateway 
to physical computing. Instead of tearing your hair out debugging, you can spend your time creating (Sparkfun.com). 

 
Objectives 
 
1. Developing the new robotic design based on combination of Smart Bin and Bluetooth controller Robocar by applying the 
learning from Robotic lesson especially Arduino Uno and ArduBlock  
2. Creating and furnishing our Happy Dustbin by using recycling materials, which is movable and hopefully able to help 
incapable people throw waste material more easily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcontroller
https://www.arduino.cc/
http://ardublock.com/
http://ardublock.com/
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Happy Dustbin 
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MYSOIL MYPLANT 

Kavisha Nagarajan, Kailesh Saravanan,  
Yuvika Mahaganapathy 

SJKT Taman Melawati, Selangor, Malaysia 
 

Highlights:  

Soil type identification is essential to determine what type of plants to be grown in a particular type of soil. The soil type can 
be identified by measuring its Electro-conductivity. By measuring the EC, we can plan what types of plants is suitable to be 
grown in the soil. 

 
Key words: Soil Type, Electrical Conductivity, EC Sensor, Arduino 
 
Introduction 

Plants need plenty of sun, air, water, and nutrients to grow. Sun and Water is available thru nature. However, how can we 
make sure our plants have enough nutrients? Measuring different aspects of soil can tell you exactly what you need and 
what your missing, and help you to foster strong and healthy plants. 

Testing the pH, moisture content, and temperature of your soil are a good start for healthy soil. Monitoring phosphates, 
nitrates, calcium, and potassium are all primary components to plant growth. Other minor nutrients are needed as well. 

One way to help keep track of all these nutrients is by testing the electrical conductivity of your soil. Electrical conductivity 
can tell you if you need more nutrients, or if you have too much. This will save you time and money when managing your 
plants. 

EC stands for electrical conductivity, which measures the potential for a material to conduct electricity. Even though most 
growers are familiar with measuring the amount of feeding that they have to give in ounces per gallon, grams per liter, or 
any other measuring units used, EC goes a little further than this. When growing, it is important to have a good understanding 
of what EC is all about and its significance to the grower. 

An EC meter measures the potential for an electrical current to be transported through water known as molar conductivity 
(electrolytic conductivity) and expressed as Siemens (S). Electrons flow from one set of electrodes to another in water across 
a space not because of the water molecules but because of the ions in the water. Ions transport the electrons and limit the 
amount of electrons that can travel the space by the number of ions available or able to transport; the higher the 
concentration the greater the flow. Pure water itself is a bad conductor, which is why an EC meter will read 0.0 in rainwater, 
reverse osmosis water or de-mineralized water. In contrast, salty seawater is a much better conductor. 

Plants grown in a particular type of soil finding difficulties to grown again in the same soil. This is due to the soil texture, 
characteristics and its properties changes over time. Hence effecting its growth. However, these changes in the soil 
properties can be measured by reading its electro-conductivity, and we can determine what type of plants to plant. 

EC and Soil Type Table  

 

NO SOIL TYPE ELECTRO-CONDUCTIVITY 

1 Clay 10 ~ 1000 mS/m 

2 Loam 25 ~ 250 mS/m 

3 Sandy 0.25 ~ 2.5 mS/m 

Background of the innovation  
Electrical conductivity test (EC) is a quick and inexpensive way to determine the salt concentration of a solution. For 
growers, it provides a reliable method of nutrient monitoring. Nevertheless, what exactly is EC? How does temperature 
affect it? How does fertilizer application correlate to EC values? In addition, why does EC even matter to a grower? To 
answer these questions, first we must discuss four things: 

● The formula for electrical conductivity and electrical current, what each component means and how an EC probe 
works 

● What is ionization and what ions are present in water 

● Fertilizers and how they contribute to EC 

http://www.cannagardening.com/water_types_quality_and_treatments
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● Nutrient deficiencies and the effect of high and low EC values 
 

Electrical conductivity is the measure of a material’s ability to conduct an electrical charge, measured in Siemens per 
meter. An electrical current (measured in amperes) is the movement of electrons over time across a medium such as 
water. Put simply, EC gauges how a current moves in solution. The link between EC and fertilizers will be discussed later—
first, let us look briefly at how an EC probe works and how temperature affects EC. 
 
An EC probe is comprised of two electrodes to which voltage is applied. The voltage reading is the resistance (ρ) of the 
solution. The instrument calculates the reciprocal of this value, allowing electrical conductivity to be calculated. The 
resistance is calculated based on the distance between the two electrodes.  

 

The important to education 

Education plays a significant role in alleviating poverty, especially in rural areas, in light of changing market demands. 
Education institutions should lead the way to initiate and lead in articulating a vision for the future. Education has a very 
powerful role to play on several levels 

The future of the agricultural sector is all about science, technology and education and there is no better place to propel that 
type of growth than through knowledge, which is created at the education institutions. They have a role to educate and 
prepare the future entrepreneurs who are coming through the education system. 

Education institutions need to become even more productive in terms of generating research – around seed technologies, 
better planting methods, ways of analyzing soil, and understanding and mitigating the impacts of climate change because 
much of what is going to happen in the agricultural sector has to do with operating within a knowledge-based global 
economy. 

The advantages of this innovation  

There is a need to respond quickly enough to changing market needs in terms of skills. However, many are starting up 
incubators aimed at creating new technologies that can be commercialized and contribute towards industrial growth. 

There needs to be a greater level of investment, in terms of both technical and scientific training, as well as practical applied 
experiences for young people so that what they are learning can be put into a workplace environment. 

Technology is actually key to engaging youth more in agriculture. It centered on unemployment among youth and how to 
prepare them to create entrepreneurship opportunities in agriculture. 

 

Future update  
As continues improvement effort, we have planned to add additional features, which is to:   
Upgrade the power options to either  

● Solar Power  
● Rechargeable battery  
● USB port charging using power bank 

And if it goes well as part of commercialization, this innovation we plan to  
● Sell this as product   
● Sell as a service. 
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LORD OF LOCK 

Heriyan Bin Jumadi, Filzah Binti Omar Haziqul Danish Bin Suhaini, 
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Summary 

As we all known, a majority of household possess four or more security systems that need keys. Since many of us being very 
busy with work and living in the hustle and bustle city, we tend to forget the last spot we put the keys. With all these keys 
floating around, the chance of losing one of the keys increases and the users take a long time to relocate it, which sometimes 
takes for days. The common problem that happen nowadays is most of the houses did not have a proper lock and alarm 
system for security.  The problem arises when house-breaking and theft cases increases. The conventional old school 
padlocks need keys. Keys are one of the main reasons of house-breaking. Meanwhile, padlocks are easily unlocked using a 
sharp needle or screw. Besides, houses need a proper lock and alarm system when the owners leave their houses. This 
motivated us to make a keyless system that can be control by smart phone and keypad password 

 

Introduction 

Malaysia is one of the developing countries located in Southeast Asia. It consists of thirteen states and three Federal 
Territories with a total landmass of 329, 847 square kilometres. According to the Department of Statistic Malaysia, there 
were 6.4 million households in Malaysia in 2010. Various control systems have been designed over the years to prevent 
access to unauthorized user. The main aim for providing locks for our home, school, office, and building is for security of our 
lives and property. It is therefore important to have convenient way of achieving this goal. 
 

The aims & objectives, significance, and the overall background 

Our main objective is to utilize the different electronic parts available in the market and build an integrated home security 
system by using Bluetooth device and combination of three lock systems. This system gives service at low cost compared to 
the cost of the available security system. We want to make a system that will give 24 into 7 service By using registered 
password in this system we can unlock the door by which it increases the security level to prevent an unauthorized unlocking. 
If the user forgets the combination of password this system gives the flexibility to the user to change or reset the password. 
Security measure is very high as provided in two ways. First we have to enter password for Bluetooth connection and second 
is for unlocking the door in application. Both passwords can be changed as and when required. This automatic password 
based lock system will give user more secure and low cost way of locking-unlocking system. This project is a new innovation 
which started in the middle year of 2017. The process took about three months to get a solid prototype and it took a few 
months for this product to get the stage of improvisation.  
 

Project Prototype 

Procedures of using the LOL application 
 

1. Scan the given QR code and install the LOL application 

 
Figure 1 : Random QR CODE for LOL application 

 
2. Connect smart phone with LOL with Bluetooth connection.  
3. Login the LOL application and by fill in the username and password.  
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Figure 2. Interface of Lord of Lock Application 
 
4. After login successfully, control the slider to unlock the door. 
 

 

 Prototype of the product 

 

Figure 3. Front door view 
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Figure 4. Back door view 

  

Novelty  

This innovation brings more advantages to us. First and foremost, LOL have 3 security systems that combined which are more 
secured compared to other keys that exist in the market. Most of the key in market have only one function at one time. Next, 
our innovation is keyless. This mean, there will be no more excuses on the problem of key lost. The door in our project is 
triggered by slider method by using the application 
 

Deployment of end product 
 
First, we can make a collaboration with UTM (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia) EXCITE. With this collaboration we can use the 
expertise from UTM to build end product which can suitable with the targeting market. Now our school is already had been 
adopted by UTMExcite and this will be the first step to further our idea.  Secondly, we can sell our product idea to the industry 
who need this product such as CHUBB, St Guchi Company and Alarm System, in order to make our product more secure from 
plagiarism we need to patent our idea. We had been presented this idea to CHUBB and they seem interested to our product 
and we still waiting their respond to further our discussion. Last but not least, we can make our own end product  within our 
capability  and try our best to make it simple and low cost. 
 

Sustainability design considerations 

From our point of view, LOL could help to improve the safety in community. Furthermore, it is a medium to decrease the 
house-breaking and theft cases. Next, LOL is also a user friendly. This innovation is activated through the use of an application 
which is easy to use because everybody nowadays has their own smart phone. This innovation was said as proper security 
system which ideal for users when they leave their house. Therefore, there will be no worries when they are leaving for 
outstation or for a long period. On the other hand, only family member can access the application without any doubt.  
 

Relevence to the current theme  

This innovation implies the IoT (Internet of Things) concept which used by smart phone. LOL has Bluetooth module HC-05 to 
connect with the smart phone, The Bluetooth connection could be pair between the smart phone and LOL within few seconds 
and suitable distance. It is really kind ease of access which suits the life of 21st century. 
 

Conclusion 

This is on-going project. This paper gives basic idea of how to control home security for smart home, especially for door key 
locks. It also provides a security and easy for Android phone users. This project based on Android platform which is Free 
Open Source Software. So the implementation rate is inexpensive and it is reasonable by a common person. With the wireless 
Bluetooth connection in microcontroller permits the system installation in more easy way. The system has been successfully 
designed and aimed to control the door condition using an Android Bluetooth-enabled phone and Bluetooth modules via 
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Bluetooth HC-05. Till now we have successfully implemented hardware and one small application has been invented using 
MIT app inventor. Our future aim is to for LOL to control full home automation and to collaborate with established company 
to materialize this keyless security system. 
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Highlights 
This project is a web-based e-commerce shopping system for an existing Herbs and Spice by Mak Siti. The project objective 
is to deliver of a real shop into web-based platform. This project is an attempt to provide the advantages of online shopping 
to customers of a real shop. It helps buying the products in the shop anywhere through internet by using web browser or 
mobile web. Thus the customer will get the service of online shopping and home delivery from the website. Since the web 
application is available in PC’s, Laptop’s and Smartphones, it is easily accessible and always available.   
 

Key words: Herbs and Spice, online, e-commerce.  

 
Introduction 
 

E-commerce has a lot of benefits which add value to customer’s satisfaction in terms of customer convenience in any 
place and enables the company to gain more competitive advantage over the other competitors. (Khan, 2016) With the 
increasing diffusion of ICTs, more specifically the internet, the global business community is rapidly moving towards Business-
to-Business (B2B) e-Commerce. 

Electronic commerce is an emerging concept that describes the process of buying and selling or exchanging of 
product, services and information via computer network including internet. E-commerce offer online storefront, complete 
with virtual shopping carts (B., 2017). The tools and applications are considered to be the key success factors when there is 
increased standards of quality, accuracy and speed in terms of communication between buyer and the seller. 

The management of Mak Siti, company that produces Herbs and Spice realized that current customers is looking 
forward to purchase their product online.  The customers would like to choose variety of herbs and spice thru the catalog 
with complete product information and price. In order to build and design such an e-commerce website, contents and 
software need to be provided. A complete content from business-owner and efficient web software which can provide the 
online shopping experience is the basic objective of the project. 
 

Content 

Description of online herbs and spice 
Online herbs and spice is an application system in a website that helps the customers to order or purchase the product thru 
internet. There are problem where the management receive inaccurate customer information and difficult to update their 
product details. Further, high costs have to be accepted for product advertising. That would have to cost a lot of money to 
make brochures to advertise their products. This has caused the market to expand and people are unaware of the promotions 
because advertising is so limited. Furthermore, incomplete product information such as price, product description and 
product image make it difficult for customers to know the product. The website provides flexibility features for customers 
to make order on special product of their herbs and spice. The management can view the order details or order report at 
any time and can keep track the stocks anywhere. 
 
The objectives of online herbs and spice 
1. To provide details information of herbs and spice thru e-catalog 
2. To promote herbs and spice product online to reduce costs 
3. To create an online shopping cart to make it easier for customer to buy at any time  
4. To provide customers with online payment system thru online banking and automated teller machine (ATM) 
5. To keep track customers and orders information in systematics by using MySQL database system  

The context or background of online herbs and spice system development 

The application has been developed by using System Development Life Cycle or SDLC model. It is started with the 
requirement analysis, design, implementation, testing and evolution.  
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Figure 1: System Development Life Cycle 

The model is being chosen to make sure the objectives of online herbs and spice can be achieved correctly. 
The supported software used in building this application is Adobe Dreamweaver, and notepad plus. Programming languages 
used are PHP, CSS, HTML5, and JAVA Script. MySQL database used to organize order and customer information. 

Benefit of online herbs and spice to community 

Advantage of this online herbs and spice website is being able to receive customers’ order 24/7 and 365 days at anywhere.  
It saves a lot of customers’ time and cost because they don’t have to travel to go to the shop. Furthermore, the website 
provides catalog for customers to easily choose the products that they desire. The website also facilitates the customers to 
make payment thru online banking or automated teller machine (ATM). The advantages for the management, they can easily 
record the order in organize and more systematic ways. In that case, they can easily search the order or customer record 
and view sales report using computer.  

The key benefit towards community is they can easily compare product price of difference companies in term of quantity 
and quality. Online business has the effect of increasing the transparency of the market at the macro level and at the micro 
level, greater productivity. 

Commercial value in terms of marketability or profitability of online herbs and spice 

An internet business reduces or eliminates many of the overhead costs associated with a brick-and-mortar business. Low-
Cost marketing strategies where the management can use Google AdWords.  
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Highlights 
The project is the implementation of an IoT based health monitoring system for medical services which can record data 
automatically. The outcome of the project is to give medical services to patients by connecting and collecting data 
information through health status monitor which would include patient’s heart rate, body temperature and ECG. 
 

Key words: Arduino, Internet of Things (IoT), Health kit 

 
Introduction 
 

Healthcare monitoring system is 3 in 1 health kit that was designed to reduce the workload of doctors and nurses to record 
patient data in hospital. This health kit has three functions which is ECG to record the heart’s rhytm and activity on a screen,  
thermometer to record body temperature and pulse sensor that measures oxigen and saturation level in blood. This kit helps 
nurses to record and transfer data of patient digitally. Data can be uploaded or directly sent to the doctors by using IoT 
Technology. Therefore, we can collect the data in faster way, systematically and reliable in a way to industrial revolution 4.0. 
 

Content 
 
 The main idea is to provide better and efficient health services to the patients by implementing the network information 
cloud so that the doctors could make use of this data for further treatment. The working process as describe below: 

1. Arduino Uno board was programmed using Arduino IDE on computer by connecting it by USB cable. 

2. Patient is connected to smart sensors. 

3. Sensors attached to patient sense data and send it to Arduino Uno board. 

4. Arduino Uno board displays patient data on LCD display. 

5. Microcontroller uploads the recorded data from sensor on web server through internet and display it on screen. 
 
The system helps doctors to track patient health status from web server. The final prototype will be equipped with the 
features where doctor can examine his patient from the screen. In future, patient also can track his health status by logging 
on web server 
 
Our prototype can be deployed at clinics and hospitals. The system uses sensors that generates raw data information 
collected from each sensor and send it to a database server where the data can be further analyzed and statistically 
maintained to be used by the doctors. 
 
The proposed model can also be deployed as a mobile apps so that the model becomes more mobile and easy to access 
anywhere across the globe 
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Highlights 
This project addressed the development of a rescue mission drone capable of carrying payload system that can be deployed 
to deliver items to person in distress or emergency. Commercial drones available in the market that can lift significant 
payload are very expensive and some have parts that are proprietary, limiting the options for developer to use off shelf parts. 
This project discussed the components used and issues that need to be considered during development of the drone. 
However, the completed drone was able to fly and completed the task of delivering floatation device to person in distress in 
the water. Future improvement can be made by using bigger frame and higher capacity of motors. 
 

Key words: Drones, quadcopter, rescue mission, disaster management  
 
Introduction 
 

The explosive disruptive development of the drone sector has been observed in recent years, paving routes to new 
sectors and impacting present ones. Drone’s capability of vertical takeoff and landing with no need of a runway and hover 
fairly still in the air make it the preferred technology to be deployed in disaster management. Various research communities 
had experimented with drone use for multiple activities such as search and rescue (Alkhaldi, Inkis, and Alkhaldi 2016; Cui et 
al. 2016; Gu et al. 2015; Mersheeva and Friedrich 2012), surveillance, agriculture and exploration (Ostrowski and Hanus 
2016). Current drones available in the market are either prohibitively expensive or difficult to customize. 

During the rescue mission, drones could minimize hazards for rescue personnel and reduce time needed in delivering 
life jackets to flood victims or distressed swimmers, sending emergency supplies to disaster-affected areas that are 
unreachable to emergency personnel. In addition, drones can help carry out high risk tasks such as the environment and 
structural evaluation of a high rise building, nuclear plant or offshore oil and gas platform without endangering anyone (Saha 
et al. 2018).  

The main objective of this project is to design and develop a low-cost drone suitable for various rescue mission. This 
study aims to propose a framework that is affordable, capable of carrying medium weight payload drop system to be used 
in rescue missions.  

The project drone named as AviDron, used the inexpensive F450 Arm Frame Wheel kit that can adequately 
accommodate the components needed. The flight controller, NAZA M Lite paired with 2212 920KV brushless motor, SimonK 
30A ESC was controlled by a radio remote controller. A Raspberry Pi Zero W was used as the controller of the payload release 
mechanism.  

The payload used for this project scope was an automatic inflatable lifejacket that can be dropped to distressed 
swimmers in a seaside rescue or trapped victims in a flood environment. The life jacket is equipped with a CO2 cannister that 
will inflate upon contact with water or when the cord is pulled manually. However, this payload was not limited to life jacket 
only, but it can be changed to other devices such as portable defibrillator system, rescue lines and water supply which can 
go a long way while waiting for rescue personnel. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: AviaDron 
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Highlights 
 
The production of micro sleep detection system using camera recording based on behavioural approach method - eye closure 
for one second and alerts the driver by give out a sound to keep them awake. 

Key words: Driver assistance system; fatigue detection; distraction detection, microsleep 

 
Introduction 
 

Thousands of road accidents occur every year, even with the large improvement in vehicle safety technology that has 
happened over the last decades. Accidents due to drowsy driving occur mostly in vehicles like trucks and buses that travel at 
late hours and long journey (Ummie, Syafinaz, Prithila and Arman, 2019). The big problem behind the road accidents are 
drowsiness, fatigue of car driver and the driver is alcoholic. Many causes that lead most drivers into drowsiness and fatigue 
because they are not getting enough rest by working overtime and work in night shift. The factor that causes to driver’s 
fatigues are because sleeps deprivation, need to travel in long distance and hot weather (Tiago and Fabio, 2019). These 
technologies are used for detecting drowsiness and also preventing the road accidents (Rajeshwari and Sameer, 2016). First 
one is based on vehicle technology, in which it continuously controlled steering wheel position, lane position and pressure 
on acceleration pedal. Second one is based on behavioral, in which it continuously monitored blinking frequency of eye, eye 
closure and head pose. Third one is based on physiological, which checks heart rate and brain activity by ECG 
(Electrocardiogram), EEG, EOG (Electrooculogram) and EMG(Electromyogram). So far in our finding research, the most 
accurate method based on physiological in using EOG method. According to Martin, Martina and Lenka, 2017, the EOG and 
monitored the eye closure approach method are more efficient and more driver-friendly. Danges (1985) has state in his 
research, it has been proven that, the frequency in eye blinking is proportional with the number of eye closure and yawns. 
In our project, we implement on behavioral method which much low in cost and effective in most way. Several systems has 
been developed in order to assist the drivers to stay awake. However, it highly cost for develop a complete systems. In our 
research, we using affordable price of components to produce a complete system such as Raspberry Pi 4, Camera and buzzer. 
To setup the system in a car also will not disrupt the driver to drive in good condition as the system is not in a large scale. 

Content 

Description of the innovation 

Microsleep detection system was developed to prevent road accidents that always take place by the drowsiness drivers 
which not get enough rest. In this system we have decide to implement one method to detect drowsiness which is by 
monitor the eye blinking. This method can effectively predict the driver’s drowsiness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of the overall system 
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Context and background of the innovation  

Based on the block diagram, “Logitech” camera vision has been implemented in this system. The signal from the camera 
directly goes to Raspberry Pi 4 and the Microcontroller is powered from the car by USB cable whereas the output will go to 
buzzer which will give out an alert sound such as “beep”. 

 

 

Figure 2: Circuit diagram of overall system 

For software explanation, we use the codes for the eye blinking using Programming algorithm of Raspberry Pi. Below are 
the steps that we use: 
a. Image capture-To read an image from the Logitech camera; first, open the camera inside the Open CV  
b. After opening the camera. It starts capturing the video for processing purpose. We need image 
c. Image Thresholding- In our image, we have to find the area in which pupil is located. So the color image must be 

converted to Binary image. Also locate eye, pupil and iris in the image.  
d. Haar-like features – Haar like features are complete set of 2-D Haar functions. These Haar functions are used to 

encode a specific object in given image.  

 

 

Figure 3: Flowchart of Raspberry Pi Python programming language (Reference from International Research Journal of 
Engineering and Technology (IRJET) by Rajeshwari and Sameer,2016) 

 

We have successfully interface Raspberry-Pi camera with the processor. Raspberry-Pi camera is properly initialized, video 
and images are captured. Image is further used for Haar feature extractions. Haar cascade Face region, Eye region and 
Open eye region is calculated. 

Important to education, advantages and marketability of the innovation.  

This is so important to our education nowadays because if we lack the knowledge about this innovation of S.T.E.M Education 
that strive to industry 4.0, we cannot prevent the major cause of road accident. By create one for each car, we already help 
in prevention of accident to happen. The advantages of our innovation are cost for developing a system is affordable enough 
and driver friendly because it easy to developed, implement, use and gives accurate output (Ummie et al. 2019). The 
commercial value in terms of marketability or profitability of the innovation is high because of its advantages and field test 

Input USB 
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results prove that the system is quite efficient in monitoring the driver’s fatigue. But the system is a prototype, it needs 
certain modification before we can implement in vehicles. 
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Highlights 

Prototype of Mobile Acupuncture Services Online System refers to a development of an ecommerce website for mobile 
acupuncture services that can receive home to home appointments from customers according to provided packages that 
they chose. The website help to implement the promotion of online acupuncture service to introduce and display services 
provided. Customers who are willing to make an appointment can make their choice based on the vacancy slots displayed in 
the website. There are two model used in designing and developing website, technology acceptance model and SDLC model. 
The finding and research showed more than 92% agreed that the application easy to use, useful, not a time consuming 
website, save cost, beneficial and will be satisfied with the website. 

 

Keyword: Acupuncture Online Service, Acupuncture, mobile system, Online system, Technology Acceptance 

Model, System Development Life Cycle. 
 

 
Introduction  

In general, the World Wide Web (www) network is part of the internet and is a large collection of documents known 
as web sites. Websites are the components that make the internet more interesting and interesting to anyone who browses 
it. The rapid development of information and communication technologies in the development of e-commerce for 
acupuncture services has also taken into account the culture and dominance of ICT among the public. Markets and digital 
world of today are very dynamic, shopping with a smartphone is a real thing now in many countries. And it is all about user 
convenience. One of examples of such a development is mobile application.  Mobile commerce is the next generation of e-
commerce. E-commerce businesses (i.e. online retailers) – small or large, find mobile apps to be a useful tool to market their 
brand and to acquire new customers. Though that’s not all when it comes to the mobile world. We can start off with a fact 
that 66% of all population globally have mobile devices as of January’17. And 90% of time people use phones they spend on 
apps, only 10% on Internet. Naturally, this is a goldmine opportunity for merchants. 

Mobile Commerce is an evolving area of e-Commerce, where users can interact with the service providers through a 
mobile and wireless network, using mobile devices for information retrieval and transaction processing. M-Commerce 
services and applications can be adopted through different wireless and mobile networks, with the aid of several mobile 
devices. However, constraints of both mobile networks and devices influence their operational performance; therefore, 
there is a strong need for taking into consideration those constraints in the design and development phases of m-Commerce 
services and applications. Another important factor in designing m-Commerce services and applications is the identification 
of mobile user requirements. Furthermore, m-Commerce services and applications need to be classified based on the 
functionality they provide to the mobile users. This kind of classification results in two major classes: the directory and the 
transaction-oriented services and applications. This paper suggests a new approach for designing and developing m-
Commerce services and applications. This approach relies on mobile user needs and requirements, the classification of the 
m-Commerce services and applications, as well as the current technologies for mobile and wireless computing and their 
constraints. 

Smartphone or similar gadget is being carried out by people all the time. Nowadays, any business that is not using 
this technology will be outdated. The management of Acupuncture Online Services, company that produces customize 
packages has taken this into consideration after receiving comments from current customers and due to lack of system in 
organizing customer orders.  The customers would like the treatment or packages that provided to suit their tastes and 
demand. Some customers have only one treatment so here are some ala carte treatments that they can choose. Some 
customers are more interested in treatment based on the packages offered. This gives the customers the freedom to make 
the right choice.  
 

Content 

Description of online services application system 
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Acupuncture Online Services is an online services application system in a website form which helps the customers to books 
the packages treatment through internet. There are a number of key issues identified in support of the proposal to develop 
e-commerce project development websites for acupuncture services. Among the issues that have been studied in developing 
the website is that many people are unaware of the existence of acupuncture services. Usually, this acupuncture treatment 
is done by the Chinese only. This is because acupuncture is one of the traditional treatments for the Chinese. Furthermore, 
customers also do not know the detailed information on the treatment offered. This is because, the public is not exposed to 
the existence of acupuncture treatments. Customers are also hesitant to receive acupuncture treatment because they have 
no knowledge of this treatment. In addition, the management process for acupuncture services is too long because clients 
have to wait their turn for treatment in the event of multiple patients at that time. This is due to the manual method of 
offline booking used by acupuncture treatment centers in the past. In other words, another problem that faced by the 
administrator is that he receiving many orders from various customers either they walk-in or through phone.   The orders’ 
information had been kept by using many kind of forms and file which he had difficulty to find them when needed.  The 
website provides mobility features for customers to make an order on special request of their packages and the administrator 
can view the order information or order report at anytime and anywhere by using smartphones.  
 
The objectives of Acupuncture Online Services. 
 
1- To provide a promotions platform of online acupuncture services for introduce and display services. 
2- To provide online packages that offered for home-to-home services. 
3- To create an online booking platform so customer can make their choice based on the vacancy slots displayed. 
4- To provide mobility to customers and administrator whereby they can access the application at any time anywhere. 
 

The context or background of online services application system development 

The application has been developed by using System Development Life Cycle or SDLC model. It is started with the 
requirement analysis, design, Implementation, testing and evolution. The theoretical framework used in building the 
application is Technology acceptance Model. This framework is used to get respond from user the effectiveness of the new 
application. 

 

Figure 1: Technology acceptance Modell 

The model is being chosen to make sure the scope and the objectives of online application business system can be achieved 
correctly. 
 
For data collection process, both primary sources have been used in the application process. The primary sources would be 
the questionnaire answered by regular and new customers. There are 38 people has been chosen as sample. Below is the 
result before and after they using the application. 
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The finding as below 

Table 1: The Analysis of the Effectiveness of the Application before and after Innovation. 

Item Before After 

 Number of samples Agree Number of samples Agree 

Ease of Use 38 50% 38 95% 

Usefulness 38 65% 38 100% 

Save time 38 70% 38 100% 

Save cost 38 0% 38 100% 

Satisfaction 38 25% 38 100% 

 
The analysis had shown 95% customers agree of ease to use the application. 100% percent agree that the application is 
useful, save time and save cost. 100% customers said that they satisfied with application. 
 
The supported software used in building this application is Adobe Dreamweaver, and notepad plus. Programming languages 
used are PHP, CSS, HTML, and JAVA Script. MySQL database used to organize order and customer information. 

Benefit to community 

The main benefit of this site is that administrators can update information and receive bookings and customers can make 
reservations and gain global access, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week anywhere. It saves a lot of customers’ time and cost 
because they don’t have to travel to go to the shop. Thus, better customer service through greater flexibility. Furthermore, 
the website provides an online booking platform so many people can easily make their choice based on the available slots.  
Whereas, the advantages for the administrator, he can easily record the order in organize and more systematics. In that way 
he can easily search the order or customer record and view sales report using his smartphone or computer. In conclusion, 
the existence of this website is an opportunity to manage your business from anywhere in the world. 

The application or website can also help to increase our economy and create more job opportunity such as mobile system 
developer, telco agent, smartphone seller, computer dealers, logistics officers, bank officers, and courier services officers, IT 
technicians etc. These people and company will pay government tax which can be used to enhance the development of the 
country.  

Commercial value in terms of marketability or profitability of online business application system. 

These applications can be extended to other domain services from small size offerings or facilities for one service in the same 
group to large size services such as Massage, ‘Bekam’ and Spa services because in this application customers can enter 
demand according to their needs. 
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Highlights 
 

ERP School is an online school management system that integrates and automates the data from those various 
departments into one database. It manages all the elements of the school including students, attendance, fee collections, 
exams, teachers, employees and many more. ERP School is one powerful online software suite that combines all the tools 
needed to run a successful school. 

Key words: Empowering education with cloud management system.  

 
Introduction 
 

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. Put simply, ERP software is software that manages business processes 
for a company, organization or in this case, a school. So how do ERP “manage business processes?” The way it works is that 
ERPs feature multiple applications or tools, that work together seamlessly to connect departments and bring the data from 
those various departments together into one database. Whatever task you need to complete, ERP put all the information 
you need right at your fingertips. 
 

Problem Statement 
 

1. Most parents have trouble monitoring their child's progress made in school. 
2. Due to a lack of management and clear guidance, WhatsApp Groups and other means of parent-to-teacher 

communication can be abused and this oftentimes results in parents abandoning them or failing to utilise them to their 
full potential. 

3. Teachers are thus burdened with the extra task of ensuring parents are fully informed of every child's individual 
progress. 

4. Most parents do not have time to physically present at school in order to place cash payments. 
 

Solution Architecture 
 

1. Our aim is to develop an app that will enable parents to monitor their child's attendance, schedule, progress and exam 
results. 

2. The mobile app will also provide a means to communicate official announcements made by the school, without the 
need for sending out letters or emails. 

3. The school management system app will integrate all data and be capable of automated report generating. 
4. The mobile app will also provide an online payment service to enable easy and efficient payments to the school. Parents 

will receive payment receipts for their records automatically, thus eliminating unnecessary and space consuming paper 
receipts. 

 

Social Impact 
 

1. Schools utilising the ERP school system will show improved quality of work and services due to the benefits and ease 
provided through the ERP school system. 

2. Teachers will have less  arduous and time consuming paperwork on their hands, thus freeing up significant time that 
can then be used to enrich and better educate their students. 

3. Parents will have clear references of their child's school progress and will thus be better able to provide a nurturing and 
supportive environment to their children. 

4. Parents can save time through simple payments or donations made online to the school. 
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Innovation Impact 
 

1. ERP School brings together a comprehensive and integrated school management system. The Ministry of Education has 
existing applications for student attendance, examination results and more. But all of these applications are separated. 
Teachers need to log in to each application separately and have to key-in the same data for each application. 

2. The development of this application aims to bring paperless system innovation by integrating all data online. 
3. ERP School integrates payments through Billplz, Malaysia’s fastest growing online payment gateway which utilize the 

local FPX platform. 
 

Commercial Value 
 
1. The ERP School system can generate income through a monthly fee for additional premium features. 
2. Each school can customize the ERP School system, according to their suitability and way of working. 
3. The ERP School system can also be expanded to include kindergartens, private colleges and universities throughout Malaysia. 
4. Collaborate with the Ministry of Education to provide a better education infrastructure in line with the Malaysian Education 

Development Plan 2013-2025. 
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Highlights 
The application of Wolfram technology in Google Classroom for learning Mathematics among standard five students who 
follow Malaysian Curriculum shown an effective achievement and students perceptions in learning mathematics. The student 
learned how to solve the mathematical problems step by steps using Wolfram technology which help them to visualize 
difficult problems easily without any guidance. Google Classroom is virtual learning where it makes students more 
productive, collaborative, and their work meaningful. The teaching contents (materials and resources) were organized in the 
classwork page. The innovation of the study is in the area of teaching media that incorporates technology and computation.  
 

Key words: Google Classroom, Wolfram, Mathematics, Technology in education. 

 
Introduction 
Malaysian Education Ministry developed a new National Education Blueprint (2013-2025) where it stressed on the 7th shift 
about the ICT and virtual learning environment in the classroom. On the 1st July ,2019, the government started to use the 
Google Classroom as a replacement of VLE-Frog. Malaysian schools also have implemented the uses of technology. 
Accordingly, many schools were upgraded with computer labs, the internet connection, smart white boards, LCD and other 
ICT tools and equipments (Ghavifekr, S. & Rosdy, W.A.W. ,2015). The integration of Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) in classroom allow students to enhance their collaboration in learning. It also develops transversal skills 
that stimulates social skills, problem-solving, self-reliance and responsibility to actively engage with teaching and learning 
environment (Ghavifekr et al., 2014). Integration of ICT in learning and teaching process also produce critical thinking 
workforce to face and involve the country in the global economy (Hamidi, Meshkat, Rezaee, & Jafari, 2011).  

One example of the technology is Google Classroom, a free useable and paperless way of teaching and learning 
process. Google Classroom create a digital classroom for student to collaborate with their teachers and peers anytime and 
everywhere (Phan, 2015). Google Classroom assist in classroom management and reduce paper works for the teachers, the 
classroom become interactive and motivate the students (Azhar &Iqbal, 2018.It is also can collaborate with other websites 
such as Padlet, Quizizz, Kahoot! Youtube, and Socrative.  Teachers can easily upload files, videos, links, announcements and 
assignments for teaching and learning progress. Students collaborate among peers to complete the assignment by viewing 
and joining the virtual classroom. Students submit the assignment’s and their assignments are graded immediately upon 
submission. Teacher act as an observer and allow students to communicate among themselves and learning process take 
place among peers as suggested by Vygotsky theory in the social constructivism (Powell & Kalina, 2009). Students discuss 
among their peers to solve the mathematics problems and help other students.  

Another technology used is Wolfram, to ease students to computation across a wide array of disciplines, and 
quickly gets the exploring concepts and thinking critically. This online computational knowledge allows the students to 
calculate and to visualize answers online through a web browser from anywhere online or off line (Wikipedia,2019). It is 
lower cost and easy coding which perceived ease of use and easily facilitate the learning process (Choo& Marton,2003). 
Students can easily calculate mathematics problems, and it will reduce their tension and save time. The media is an 
interactive computing product which lead to change the students behaviours, achievement and cognitive thinking and can 
be shared with blogs and social networks (Akbulut & Ersoy,2014). Mezhennaya and Pugachev (2019) stated that Wolfram is 
an innovative teaching materials which shorten the time required for students independent work, and motivate students to 
achieve the results, teachers can spend less time by preparing the task and assignments. According to the researcher, 
Wolfram is the potential for fast generation and students can complete the difficult mathematics questions or task. 
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Problem statement 
1. Low interest in learning mathematics among Year 5 students in primary school. 
2. Less computation skills among year 5 students in primary school towards mathematics subject. 
3. Less mathematics software and materials in the mathematics subject among year 5 students in primary school. 
4. Mostly students depend on teachers to solve the mathematics problems. 

 
Objective of the studies 
I To analyse students’ perceptions toward learning mathematics through Wolfram in Google classroom. 
II To study the effect of learning mathematics through Wolfram in Google classroom toward students’ achievement. 

 
Rationale of the study 
Students: This study aims to apply the Google Classroom and Wolfram to investigate the effect of mathematics in students’ 
achievement and perceptions. The students can explore and learn more about the topic independently with worksheets and 
extra activities, and also prepare themselves for next class activities earlier. 
Teacher: Many primary school teachers will get advantages from the research finding with the usage of Google Classroom 
and Wolfram in teaching mathematics. It can be motivating teachers to use Wolfram and Google Classroom in the teaching 
process. Besides that, teachers can save time and act as an observer in the classroom. 
Ministry of education: The finding of this study enable the Ministry of Education gives consideration and attention to apply 
Google Classroom and Wolfram for teaching mathematics in primary schools. It is also can reduce paper usage among 
teachers, students, and administration. Interaction with technology will be implemented in the classroom and achieve the 
objective of the education system. 

 

Description of innovation 
The innovation of this application is suitable for the field of education system nowadays because of its technology used and 
adaptability. It suits the students of Standard Five in primary school, which follows the Document Standard Curriculum and 
assessment in Malaysia.  

  

Advantage of innovation 
 
Today, Wolframs’ offerings dramatically expanded and attached in the Google Classroom allow students to utilize the 
computation technology, to create innovative curricula and integrate ICT in the classroom. Wolfram also reduces spending 
on technology infrastructure for costly lab hardware and software update rollouts. It is also secure our confidential data with 
private cloud options available. 

 

Methodology   
The sample of the study was Year 5 students in the SK.Bukit Jelutong in Selangor, Malaysia. They were 25 students among 
10-11 years old. The researchers choose year five students due to time constraint. A questionnaire administered after the 
experiment done and before the test. The students were taught by using Google Classroom with selected websites such as 
Padlet, Youtube, Quizzes, Kahoot, and Online Note. After that, they were given the task to complete the mathematics 
problems. They used the Wolfram Alpha to solve the mathematics questions by themselves without the teacher’s guide. 
After that, students assessed post-test and pre-test. Data analysis of the study was firstly by transforming raw data into odd 
log units (logit). Data then analyzed using SPSS 25 for windows to run paired sample T-test and descriptive after the usage 
of Google Classroom and Wolfram. 

 

Finding  

After collecting data by registering pre-test and post-test, statistics descriptive of students perceptions about the usage of 
Google Classroom and Wolfram analyzed. Based on Table 1, mean scores showed between pre-test and post-test were 
(M=2.83, SD=.275) and (M=4.630, SD=.2638), respectively. By referring to table 1, the post-test was higher compared to the 
pre-test. Then, an analysis using paired sample t-test found that there is a significant difference of perceptions between pre-
test and post-test t (24) =-21.627, p <0.05. Therefore, the usage of Google Classroom and Wolfram can be proven as the way 
of improving the positive attitudes of students toward learning practices. 

Table 1. Perceptions of students’ 

Experimental   M SD     T df p 

Pre-test 2.830 .275 -21.627 24 0.000 

Post- test 4.630 .2638    

Note:  n = Number of participants. M = Mean. SD = Standard deviation.  
                t value significant at p < 0.05. 
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Good practices of teaching do not only focus on one aspect but also considering another point of student’s development. 
For their achievement after the experiment, Table 2 shows between pre-test (M=54.00, SD=7.923) and post-test (M=85.92, 
SD=7.347), respectively. By referring to the table, the post-test was higher compared to pre-test in students’ examination 
score, indicating an improvement in their achievement. Based on inferential statistics, an analysis using paired sample t-test 
found that there is a significant difference of achievements between pre-test and post-test t(24)= -22.211, p <0.05. Based on 
the considerations, it concluded that the usage of Google Classroom and Wolfram improved their learning experiences which 
affect their learning in mathematic classroom. 
 
Table 2: Achievements of students’ 

Experimental M SD T df p 

Pre-test 54.00 7.923 -22.211 23 0.000 
Post- test 85.92 7.437    

Note:  n = Number of participants. M = Mean. SD = Standard deviation.  
           t value significant at p < 0.05. 
 

Conclusion and implications 
We conclude that students’ mathematics achievement and perceptions improved significantly by applying Google Classroom 
and Wolfram Computation software in their classrooms. This finding suggests the importance of applying ICT to improve 
student performance and attitudes which techniques fit perfectly to the current trends in teaching and learning. 
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Highlights 
A holographic display is a display which uses the diffraction of light to create a three dimensional image of an object.  The 

resultant image or “Hologram” is a product of the interference of light beams which produces a three-dimensional (3-D) 

image that is visible from more than a single angle. The two main items needed to create a simple 3D holographic display 

are, a 2D video and a 4-sided transparent trapezoid glass pyramid. This “Hologram” can be used as an educational tool for 

teaching certain physics principles. 

 

 Key words: 2D Video, 4-sided transparent trapezoid, Hologram, 3D holographic display, Physics, Education 4.0. 

  

Introduction 
  

The world’s current educational methodology is shifting towards Education 4.0 which is based on Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) methods (Ciolacu, Tehrani, Binder, & Svasta, 2018). This particular methodology focuses on the learning 

process without the direct involvement of teachers. The method aims to develop a new learning approach which is meant 

to overcome problems faced by students during learning. Among these new learning styles is the incorporation of AI to 

encourage active learning. Active Learning (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004) differs from the traditional method of teaching in a number 

of ways. In the active learning style, each students needs to engage actively in the learning process either through small or 

large activities. These activities are centered on talking, walking, reflection or problem solving. Holographic displays (Lee, 

2013) are one of the tools which can be used to aid the active learning process through demonstration of techniques. 

Basically, it means that the students will be able to discuss among themselves what they had just witnessed when shown the 

hologram. Subsequently the student’s discussion will be followed up by the teacher’s explanation. The teacher’s explanation 

will assist the student to identify any of their misconceptions, prompting them to restructure their mental model.  

 

Development of Video and Hologram 
     The 2D video was created using the software package Adobe Premiere. The contents of the video focused on a physics 

concept which was to be taught in a secondary school class. , The hologram pyramid is made up of four (4) identical 

transparent trapeziums which are combined to form a pyramid. In the initial phase of testing, transparent plastic sheets were 

used to form the trapezium.  The transparent plastic sheet was cut into four (4) isosceles trapeziums which were 

subsequently glued together to form a pyramid.  

 

Holographic display as an aid teaching tool in classroom 
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The holographic effect utilized here is based on the Augmented Reality (AR) concept. Augmented reality (AR) can be defined 

as an interactive experience enhanced by computer generated technology across sensory modalities (Carmiginani et al, 

2011). The use of a holographic display as a teaching aid will allow students to explore their own capabilities and push them 

to search for the appropriate information to fulfill their need for knowledge. Student learning styles can be divided into four 

main categories which are visual, auditory, reading and kinesthetic. A holographic display provides learning through visual 

stimuli. Many students are found to learn better after receiving visual stimulation. Hence, this method of learning will aid to 

improve the learning ability of students with high visual skills.  

 

Advantage of the Holographic display towards education and community 
Utilizing a holographic display as an educational learning tool can be considered to be both attractive and innovative. 

Therefore, the use of this tool can attract more students to be active in learning physics. Students will be stimulated to want 

to gain a better understanding of the physics behind the holographic display. Teachers can make use of this simple 

holographic display as an alternative learning tool when conducting their classes.  

 

Future of Innovation 
This project is a pilot research aimed at identifying the efficiencies and usefulness of using a holographic display for teaching 

secondary school students. In the future, this teaching aid will be implemented in rural areas where there the lack of internet 

facilities makes it difficult for students to search for information. 
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Highlights 
This project is to capture real data and provide an analysis regarding the pellet consumption for feeding the fishes in the 
pond. The analysis helps small entrepreneur to estimate pellet cost monthly. The main functionality is to feed the fishes 
automatically and manually, alert will be given when detecting low level of pellets. This project was divided into two parts 
which are hardware setup and software (Android application) including the database, Firebase. This paper is to address the 
development of the Smart Feeder Monitoring and p 
 

Key words: automatic fish feeding, iot, arduino  

 
Introduction 
 

The agriculture sector presented the statistics in three main sub-sectors which are crops, livestock and fisheries. 
According to the Dept. of Statistics (2018) for fisheries has rose 6.7 percent and the number of employed person associated 
with agriculture has been increasing from 21.7 thousand (1.3 %). From the statistics, it can be seen that the man power has 
gone up along with the fisheries (Wei et al., 2017). Due to this reason, it is in need of the automation to feed the fish as it 
can replace the manual feeding. The manual feeding usually involves a person to feed the fish. There are two previously  
development of automation of fish feeder, where in the article of Hasim, Ramalingam, Ernawan, & Puviarasi (2017), they 
had develop a website and the feeder machine. It also has camera attached together and it acts as a monitoring purpose to 
see whether the machine has been functioning as it should be. In the article of Premalatha, Maithili, & Nandhini (2017), it 
use Global System for Mobile Communication Modem (GSM) to send Short Message Service (SMS) if the pellet level is low. 
From these two article, it can be concluded that it is lacking the monitoring part which it does not have database to store 
data and GSM services is already outdated. This paper focused on the development of Smart Feeder Monitoring including 
the hardware and software part (Android application) along with Firebase.   

The objective of this project is to develop Internet of Things (IOT) system to control the Smart Feeder Monitoring 
through Android application and it also has real time sensor data collection, analysis and alerts. This project was based on 
Internet of Things (IOT) project which is we were using Arduino UNO, ultrasonic sensor, Stepper motor Nema 17, Node MCU 
and many else. This product provided two ways to feed the fish. Firstly, the system runs automatically with the absence of 
the owner. User has to fill pellets in the container first. The time is set with the value of every 12 hours in a day. The system 
countdown and when they reached the required time, the screw conveyors will response by spinning out the fish pellets. 
Then, the operation will continue automatically. Next, the system also can runs manually which is required the user to control 
the device via Smart Feeder Monitoring Application. Once the user select ‘feed me’ button, the screw conveyer will response 
by spinning out the pellets. Furthermore, if there are fewer amounts of pellets left, the ultrasonic sensor will detect and user 
will be notified to take action about the situation by displaying a push up notification via the Smart Feeder Monitoring 
Application to alert the fish breeders. We are using firebase to display the push up notification. However, this application 
also shows the percentage of the food in the container left. 

This project helps the small entrepreneur to save the cost on the pellet consumption and they can estimate how 
much pellet they need to buy because the analysis that they can check monthly. It has been tested on the small entrepreneur 
and this project has been collaborate with two organization which are Koperasi Serbaguna Felda Keratong 9 bhd, Pahang 
and Pusat Khidmat Masyarakat Kerdau, Pahang. 
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Figure 1 Android application Figure 2 Hardware setup 
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Highlights 
In the last decade, state-of-art Blockchain technology has received vast attention from researchers and industry 
practitioners. Blockchain is a distributed immutable ledger to perform transactions across various computing nodes after all 
the associated nodes came to a mutual consensus. It has high potential to contribute in Mission-Critical Applications (MCA) 
such as tele-healthcare, e-Voting,to securely regulate business processes or to identify fictitious business transactions in 
timely manner. However, the blockchain implementations in MCAs are still being challenged by rigorous MCA requirements. 
The most pressing challenge is scalability. Scalability is hindered by the nodes’ syndicating-time performance in many current 
consensus models. it is still questionable in the MCA perspective. Despite strong reliability through an immutable shared 
distributed ledger, the models are inefficient in various aspects such as transaction throughput, transaction latency, network 
bandwidth, and storage capability. A new consensus model is hence an exigent need to mitigate the scalability issues in MCA. 
This research is thus aimed to propose a generic consensus model to improve the scalability issue in MCA by improving the 
nodes’ syndicating time. The research outcomes would be beneficial to several MCAs (other than Bitcoin) which are directly 
relevant to the economy environment and society.  
 

Keywords: Blockchain, Consensus Model, Scalability, Syndicating time.  

 
Introduction 
 

Blockchain (BC) brings the hype and optimism that has never been witnessed in digital transactions history. It is 
considered a technological revolution, which would have a huge impact on society as we have seen in the invention of the 
wheel [1]. The core capabilities of blockchain technology are beyond any that we have seen before [2]. Blockchain, like the 
internet, promotes the open global infrastructure. It allows transactions to be made without the middleware (middleman) 
for reducing the cost and time-lapse of the transaction while working with third parties. A survey revealed in a World 
Economic Forum report in 2015 that 58% agreed, by 2025 an estimated 10 % of vital global gross domestic product data will 
be stored using Blockchain technology [1].  

From various literature, Blockchain is widely accepted as “A decentralized distributed ledger of cryptographically signed 
transactions. Every transaction is collected into a block [6]. Every block is cryptographically connected to the previous block 
after the validation-and-verification process that went through a consensus decision among the blockchain participants[6]. 
After a new block is added to the Blockchain it can never be deleted or update [3]. New blocks are shared across the network 
as each node has a copy of the same ledger within the network”. Blockchain holds a verifiable copy of every single transaction 
made [2] [1].  

Blockchain comes along with various issues in which scalability and interoperability are the most discussed. It is noticed that 
BC has been restricted to cryptocurrency for 2 decades already because of the scalability issue. It couldn't scale well in a 
mission-critical application. The Bitcoin and Ethereum are the most notable application of blockchain but are still suffering 
from scalability issues. As the number of nodes and transaction are increasing with high pace, it makes Bitcoin BC getting 
bulky. In the usual process in Blockchain, in verifying the source of the transaction, every node needs to store and validates 
every transaction.  Therefore, Blockchain needs high computing power, high bandwidth internet connection. BC is thus still 
facing the issue of fast processing time and size when creating a block. For example, current BC only processes 7 transactions 
per second which are a very big disadvantage for real-time applications. Real-time applications require 100s or maybe 1000s 
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of transactions per second. Blockchain is also facing high consensus processing time delays (average time requiring in mining 
a block) in a magnitude of up to 10 minutes and needs high computational power. As such, BC is not getting into large scale 
real-time implementation.  

Studies are showing that in blockchain, node verification (Consensus mechanism) has become a bottleneck and is restricting 
the scalability and transaction throughput. As Blockchain is gaining attention for better implementable applications, 
therefore secure and robust consensus model is required to avoid double-spending and miner poll for achieving acceptable 
real-time applications performance. 

 

Description of your innovation   

Artificial intelligence (AI) will be playing the main role in the proposed Blockchain consensus model to improve node 
syndicating-time performance and the blockchain scalability. AI has been proven in many critical technologies and business 
processes. As such, AI is chosen to provide smart automated mechanisms/application in Blockchain and specifically in the 
proposed consensus model. It is to automate the node syndicating process thus, to drastically reduce the node syndicating 
time to yield effective transaction throughput, transaction latency, and bandwidth consumption. In other words, the 
proposed AI-based mechanism is to automate most of the consensus tasks in verification, validation, availability, and 
reliability to minimize the nodes’ syndicating time. There will be 4 innovative layers in the proposed model: 

 

• Selection layer: The Selection layer is with an AI-based algorithm for selecting the node which is to add a block to the 

Blockchain and execute the voting process to select the Leader nodes and to get consensus from most of the nodes in 

the Blockchain network. 

• Voting layer:  initiate the voting process to select Leader nodes. All Blockchain nodes are stimulated to vote for one of 

the 3 selected nodes. 

• Transaction validation layer: The verifier (AI-based algorithm) will give consensus to the leader nodes that the 

transaction is created, and the transaction has been verified.  

• Leader node verification layer:  Every node needs to verify the transaction and the leader node to authenticate and 

update block to their blockchain. 

• Node verification: The verifier (AI-based algorithm) would be responsible for automating the verification processes. It 

verifies the Node, which has created the transaction, whether it is an authentic Node or a malicious user. 

 
 
What is the context or background of the innovation? 

Blockchain limitations are demanding various fundamental research and development. One of the major limitations is 
scalability which is the related consensus. The performance time in the current consensus model (related to scalability) is 
still questionable, especially for mission-critical (real-time) applications. That is, the model is lacking in high efficiency in many 
aspects such as transaction throughput, transaction latency, network bandwidth, and storage, despite strong reliability, (in 
terms of advanced security and privacy) through an immutable shared distributed ledger. Nonefficient node syndicating time 
is leading to high energy consumption in nodes because of various known and unknown factors. In addition, the current 
consensus model cannot get away from human dependency thus causing the potential slow response to downgrade the 
blockchain’s scalability.  PoW is the consensus model used in Bitcoin whereas PoS is being used in Ethereum  

 

  PoW PoS 

Throughput 7tps 10-20tps 

Latency 10 min 
2-3 min 
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Why are they important to education? 

Education can be one of the major applications/industries that is to adopt the blockchain technology in various interesting 
and innovative ways such as management of credentials and transcripts, proof of learning, management of reputation and 
management of the integrity of student records. The blockchain can be used as a decentralized database to store different 
types of education information permanently. It could help universities/schools to adopt cryptographical-signed and 
confirmable certificate on the blockchain which in turn to allow both employers and students to access it transparently [1]. 
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Highlight 
 
 OSS, The Acronym for Our Solar System is a space learning game concept. 
 

Key words: Our Solar System 2  

 
Introduction 
 

The title of the solar system is a title in Science level 2 for elementary school students. This game is a reinforcement 
of what they had learned in their classroom. 

In particular, this game app is a fun gaming app where pupils can learn while playing. In addition, the game app such 
as OSS 2 is the game specially designed for today's generation, optimizing the Industrial Revolution 4.0 in education. 

 
Content 
OSS 2 (Our Solar System 2) is an interactive game innovation within PdPc. 
Use the free AppsGeyser software on the internet. https://www.appsgeyser.com/. 
An interactive and relaxing game in keeping up with the KSSR content. 
This interactive game is compatible with RI 4.0. 
It was first built in 2018 with version 1. The latest version in 2019 features OSS 2. 
This interactive game is free to download for all users. 
 
 
Achievements in 2018  

1) SINTOK INTERNATIONAL GAMES & GAMIFICATION 9 (SIGG) UUM -Gold Medal Award and Best Primary School Award. 
 
Achievements in 2019  

1) Karnival Kreativiti & Inovasi ( KKI ) IPG Sultan Mizan – Gold Medal Award. 
2) TCIPRO ( Tvet Creativity & Innovation Project Competition-ADTEC Kemaman ) - Gold Medal Award and Special Jury 

Award. 
3) ITREX ( Innovation Technology Research & Exhibition ) KUIS – Gold Medal Award. 
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Highlights 

i-NILAM is an innovation in PSS (Pusat Sumber Sekolah) management particularly to record the reading materials in the 
school. The idea began when the teachers noticed the difficulties faced by the pupils when they wanted to record the 
information of their reading materials, but unintentionally forgot to bring their NILAM books or even lost their NILAM 
books.   

Key words: AN INNOVATION THAT UTILIZE GOOGLE FORM, GOOGLE SHEET AND QR CODE TO EASE THE RECORD FOR 

NILAM  

Introduction 
i-NILAM is an innovation in PSS (Pusat Sumber Sekolah) management especially to record the reading materials in 

the school. The idea began when the teachers saw the difficulties faced by the pupils when they wanted to record their 
reading materials, but accidentally forgot to bring their NILAM books or even lost their NILAM books.   
 This innovation is created after the pupils kept losing their NILAM books which had recorded students' reading 
materials. With the usage of i-NILAM, the NILAM DATA will be recorded by the pupils themselves and it will be saved in the 
GOOGLE DRIVE for each pupil. The data that had been saved will never go missing and it will ease the teachers to observe 
pupils' NILAM DATA. 
 
Content 
 
Description of your innovation  
 The innovation is developed by using Google Form. Each pupil will be given Google Form. They will fill up the 
information about the books that they had read in the Google Form. The data from the Google Form will be transferred to 
Google Sheet that will be saved in the Google Drive. In order to access the Google Form, each pupil will be provided with 
their own QR Code. 
 
Background of the innovation  
 NILAM program is actually a program that helps to cultivate the interest of reading in each pupils and for any 
reading materials that had been read must be recorded in their NILAM books. The problem occurred when the NILAM 
Books kept missing and torn off pages. This innovation is actually an alternative to solve the problem that commonly 
occurred among the pupils. The data about pupils' reading materials will forever be saved in the Google Drive. 
 
Why are they important to education? 
 To ease and help the pupils to fill the information about the NILAM data where the program is actually an effort 
from Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia (KPM) to cultivate reading habits among pupils. As for the data, it will be saved and 
will never be missing. 
 
Advantages of your innovation  
 This innovation is developed by using an application that can easily be accessed for free such as Google Form, 
Google Sheet and the QR Code.  
 
Benefits of the invention  
 This innovation can be accessed by all pupils in all schools in Malaysia. 
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Highlights 
Online attendance notification (OLAN) is a proposed system for parents and educational institutions (e.g. secondary schools, 
colleges and universities). The present educational institutions attendance system will be linked to the parents’ gadget/s, 
with the intention of notifying the parents of their children’s absence from the educational institutions. The OLAN’s main 
function is to ensure that parents are notified early if their children are absent from school or university, and their absence 
are with or without valid reason/s. This proposed system is also to alert the parents of their children’s availability at the 
educational premises.   

Key words: Online attendance, Notifications, Parents, Children. 

 
Introduction 
 

Research portray  that chronic absenteeism had resulted in various  negative consequences for students (Balfanz & 
Byrnes, 2012). Chronic absenteeism negatively impact academic performance (Gottfried, 2009). Furthermore, chronic 
absenteeism also impact students’ personal and social well-being. While students miss school for a variety of reasons, Balfanz 
and Byrne (2012) suggested that the reasons for student ‘sabsenteeism can be grouped into three categories. The students 
missed school because they cannot attend school due to illnesses, family responsibilities, housing instability, the need to 
work, or their involvement with the juvenile justice system.  

“OLAN” is a notification system that is aimed at making sure that both the parents and educational institutions are 
responsible for the students’ attendance. When students are absent from their educational institutions, early notification 
will be sent to the parents via their registered gadget/s. Only parents are allowed to register their gadget/s to the system. 
Upon receiving the notification from the educational institutions, the parents must respond immediately by informing and 
verifying the reason/s of their children being absent.  “OLAN” is aimed at helping both parties to minimize the number of 
invalid absenteeism among students. This system is intended to curb the increasing number of truancy among students. It is 
of utmost importance that these young generations are monitored closely from any unhealthy activities that could occur due 
to them being absent from their educational premises. 
 

Content 
Sheldon (2007) found that schools implementing community and family programs had improved attendance, and normally 
the programs took place in the school. Santiago et al. (2016) found that higher levels of parents’ trust were associated with 
child prosocial behavior. “OLAN” provides parents and educational institutions faster notification and better monitoring of 
their children or students’ absence, and both parties will immediately recognize whether the children or students are really 
absent with valid reason/s or they are playing truant.  A system or a prototype of “OLAN” is currently being designed. 

Benefits 

In summary, the proposed system “OLAN” is intended:   
1. To help parents and the educational institutions monitor the attendance of their children/students. 
2. To provide early notification and alert the parents if their children are absent from the educational premises.   
3. To ensure that the children/students are really absent with valid reason/s.  
4. To reduce the number of absenteeism and to curb the increasing number of truancy among students.  

 
Commercialization  
“OLAN” will be patented legally and it can be commercialized to any educational institutions (as applicable) as a system 
package.   
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Highlights 
This poster provides an overview of Halal Logo Detector (HALODE) and halal activities. “Halode” will be designed with the 
intention of veryfying on the spot the authenticity of the Halal Certificates, which are usually displayed in the business 
premises. This proposed system is also to immediately alert the customers of the transparency and the integrity of the 
owners of the businesses in selling their products. The proposed system will also enable the users to check and verify the 
details of the company’s ownership. 
 

Key words: Halal, Indicators, Halal Certificates, System. 

 

Introduction 
 
Halal Logo Detector (HALODE) is a proposed system targeted for local customers, local tourists and also international tourists. 
This proposed system will be linked to the Halal Certificates, issued to businesses upon approval by Jabatan Kemajuan Islam 
Malaysia (JAKIM) and other International Halal Hubs (e.g. Foreign Halal Certification Body (FHCB)) (Latif et al., 2014; JAKIM, 
2019). At the same time, the proposed system will also be directly linked to Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM), to enable 
the users to check and verify the details of the company’s ownership, which is aligned with “Buy Muslim First (BMF)”. 
 
“HALODE” is aimed at providing local customers, local tourists and also international tourists faster notification on the 
genuineness of the Halal Certificates. This invention is to enable them to immediately recognize the premises that they enter 
are actually selling halal or non-halal products. This could help the customers purchasing or consuming only halal products, 
and to avoid purchasing or consuming non-halal products. 

 
Content 
Golnaz Rezai  (2013)  stated that consumer confidence in Halal food and logo are shaped by many factors that include 
information on the logo, food ingredients, various Halal statements, and information of non-Halal products. The study 
attempted to find the factors of  consumer behavior  based on three (3) approaches: after giving information, before giving 
information, and without information on Halal food. The study was based on the 2006 publication by the Consumer 
Association of Penang.  
This invention - “HALODE” will be patented legally and it can be commercialized to any organizations responsible for issuing 
Halal Certificates; such as Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM) and other International Halal Hubs (e.g. Foreign Halal 
Certification Body (FHCB) (as applicable), as a system package.  The proposed study will attempt to examine consumers' 
confidence as well as determine the effects of information on their purchasing behavior of Halal-labeled food products. 
“HALODE” is a verification system that is aimed at making sure that both the customers are responsible for whatever they 
purchase or consume, and the businesses are responsible for whatever they sell. Having displayed a Halal Certificate in the 
business premise, does not guarantee that the certificate is genuine and the products that they sell are halal. This verification 
system will be linked to JAKIM’s Halal Management Department and other International Halal Hubs that are the issuers of 
the certificates. Upon scanning the codes on the certificates, the customers will immediately be linked to the issuers’ halal 
portal; and the system will display the details of the certificates. The customers will then be able to know whether the 
certificates are genuine or not, and the premises that they enter are actually selling halal or non-halal products. The 
customers will also be able to report to the certificate issuers regarding the fake certificates and the businesses concerned. 
“HALODE” will help customers to purchase or consume only halal products, and to avoid purchasing or consuming non-halal 
products. 
Muslims consume food in accordance with their Islamic religious prescriptions and it can be considered as an expression of 
their religion. There is the need to evaluate the effect of information about the Halalness of products on Muslim consumers' 
confidence through the following research questions (Iftikar, 2016; Hussain et al., 2016): 

1. Have they been influenced by the information and knowledge provided to them prior to or after the survey? 

2. Are they willing to change their opinions or views after being educated by the information provided in the book? 

3. Have their confidence level in Halal-labeled food changed or been affected by the given information? 
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Commercialization  

“HALODE” will be patented legally and it can be commercialized to any organizations responsible for issuing Halal Certificates; 
such as Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM) and other International Halal Hubs (e.g. Foreign Halal Certification Body 
(FHCB) (as applicable), as a system package.   
“HALODE” will also be patented legally and it can be commercialized to Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) for the purpose 
of detecting the details of the company’s ownership. 
A system or a prototype of “HALODE” is currently being designed. 

Benefits: 

1) To verify on the spot the authenticity of the Halal Certificates, which are usually displayed in the business premises.  
2) To immediately inform the customers whether the certificates are genuine or not.   
3) To help customers to purchase or consume only halal products, and to avoid purchasing or consuming non-halal 

products 
4) To curb the increasing number of fake halal certificates being displayed to mislead the customers into buying or 

consuming non-halal products.  
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Highlights 
Expressed Breast Milk is breast milk pumped in a bag that can be stored and keep for future used. EBM Finder is an 
application that we develop to help mothers donate and find EBM at a specific platform as well as to provide a specific 
repository to keep records of the receiver and donator of the milk.  The development of application is guided through System 
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) method which we identify the problems, gather the information, analyse and design the 
system, develop the software, test and maintain the system. This application expected to create an awareness on the 
importance of breast milk towards child development and to ease the process of finding and donating breast milk among 
Malaysian community.  
 

Key words: EBM, breast milk, mothers, privacy, application, mobile  

 

Introduction 
EBM, Expressed Breast Milk is breast milk pumped in a bag that can be stored and keep for future used. Currently, there are 
mothers who donate and find EBM through social media like Facebook and Twitter. We feel that the current platform used 
is too public to post on this topic. For this project, we decided to solve the problem by developing a mobile application that 
provide a platform for mothers to donate and find EBM in a single repository that is secured and trusted. We also provide a 
record section which will store the information of the donor and finder for their future references.  
 

Problem Statements 
No specific platform to communicate on breast milk issues. 
No specific repository to save the data of donor and receiver of breast milk. 
Existing Facebook page provides unorganized instructions and limited features. 
 

Project Objectives 
1. To study on the current process of donating and finding EBM by donor or finder. 
To develop an application for donating and finding EBM across Malaysia. 
To provide record section of susceptible mother-child in a more systematic way 
 

Project Significance 
1. To provide a proper platform for mothers who want to donate their extra breast milk. 
2. To provide a proper platform for mothers who want to find breast milk for their baby. 
3. To ease the finding of breast milk for those kids who are sick and only depends on EBM for their meals. 
4. To reduce time consuming process of finding breast milk. 
5. To provide a platform for those who want to find susceptible mother for their baby. 
6. To keep the records of donor and receiver in a more systematic way rather than write on paper. 
7. Muslim parents can protect lineage of their child through this application records. 
8. To make life easier for mothers with insufficient of breast milk. 

 
Literature Review 
A literature review has been done on few applications and websites which have similar objectives or features to the proposed 
application. Applications Blood Bank Shirajdikhan Munshiganj, Indore Society for Organ Donation and Twitter is reviewed to 
see their features and how does the app works. While websites Breastfeeding Counselor Networking Program (BCNP), 
National Lactation Centre (NLC), Kelab Sokongan Penyusuan Susu Ibu Johor (KSPSIJ) and Facebook Page – Human Milk 4 
Human Babies (Malaysia) are reviewed to see on the current process of donating EBM and to gain information related to 
breastfeed.  
Firstly, Blood Bank Shirajdikhani Munshiganj is a mobile application that allows people to find doctors to handle a blood 
donation procedure or finding a blood donor across region in Bangladesh. The user for this application is doctor, donor and 
finder. The application provides a section for user to register themselves as a blood donor or a doctor. In the search blood 
sections, user is allowed to filter their preference region and get the details of the registered blood donor to get the blood 
supply. 
The next application is Indore Society for Organ Donation. This application work as a bridge between donor and finder of 
organ. The target user is anyone who need an organ, who wants to donate organ, NGO, hospitals and doctors. The application 
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provides a registration section for the user to register themselves as organ donor, a donor list section, contact list section 
and news section to give an update related to organ issues. 
Thirdly is Twitter which is a social media application that allow user to post their thought in form of text, photo and video. 
Each content can be shared by other user using the retweet function. If an account is set to public, all the posts, media and 
likes can be seen and spread by others. 
The fourth is Breastfeeding Counselor Networking Program (BCNP) website. This website provides a section for counselor to 
register as members of BFCN and a section for mothers to find Lactation Counselor to seek help. The website provides a form 
for mothers to fill in their problem description with the services needed. 
Fifth is National Lactation Centre (NLC) official website which is a support organization that base in hospitals under Ministry 
of Health Malaysia. The website provides information on breastfeeding events, section on consultation services, tips and 
article on breastfeed, programs gallery and contact section. 
Sixth, Kelab Sokongan Penyusuan Susu Ibu Johor (KSPSIJ) is a non-government organization that was established to provide 
moral and technical supports for mothers who breastfeed their child. This website update on latest events of breastfeed by 
the club and they have a form for mothers to register as susceptible mother. 
Lastly, Facebook Page – Human Milk 4 Human Babies (Malaysia) is an official Facebook page for the users to communicate 
in public anything related to breast milk issues. This is a non-commerce platform that connect mothers with surplus of 
breastmilk babies in need. They provide an online excel sheet for anyone who wish to donate or find breast milk. 
From the above applications and websites, we decided to adapt some of their functionalities and features to be implemented 
on our proposed application. The chosen features are as follow: 
 

 

Table 1: Summary of Literature Review 

Methods 

 
1. Requirement Engineering 
Requirement analysis also called requirements engineering, is the process of determining user expectations for a new or 
modified product (Margaret Rouse, 2007). In this project, we have decided to perform two ways of requirement gathering 
which are questionnaire and interview. For the first part, we distribute survey questions to ask the targeted user on current 
process of finding and donating EBM. We also ask for their opinion on effectiveness of current process and their suggestion 
about features and functionalities to be included in the proposed application. The survey is distributed through WhatsApp 
group, Facebook and Instagram. Next, we conduct an interview session with a lactation counselor who are an expert on the 
current problems and situation faced by mothers during breastfeed. The interview was done to get a clear view on the 
problems statement stated as well as to gain information for the purpose of developing the application. The project is 
developed by using System Development Lifecycle (SDLC) method which consist of identifying problems, opportunities and 
objectives, determining information requirements, analyzing system needs, designing the system, developing and 
documenting software, testing and maintaining, implementing and evaluating system. 
 
2. Development Requirement 

 

1. Development environment: Microsoft Visual Studio Code and Node.js.  

2. Open source database: phpMyAdmin and Xampp server.  

3. Devices requirement: An Android phone preferably with Android version 5.1 “Lollipop” (API 21) 
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Figure 4: Use case diagram 

 

Project Importance towards Education 
1. To educate mothers and parents about the importance of expressed breast milk in child development. 
2. To create awareness on the importance of Hukm or rules of lineage especially to Muslim users. 

 
Project Commercial Value 

1. Commercial value is high since there is no existing application of EBM Finder available in Malaysia. 
2. High chances to collaborate with hospitals and Jabatan Agama Islam Selangor or any Jabatan Agama Islam in the 

states level which currently involve in collecting information of susceptible mother-children manually. 
3. Other parties can promote their events or products related to EBM in our advertisement and events section. 
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Highlights 
Ontology is a hierarchically structured set of terms for describing a domain that can be used as a skeletal foundation for a 
knowledge base. Hence, we develop an ontology of ethical issues related to social networking sites (SNS) specifically on 
Twitter based on Ibn Khaldun’s thoughts. This project is aimed to identify the ethical issues from tweets related to Ibn 
Khaldun’s thoughts, develop the ontology, validate and verify the semantic relationship. The thoughts from Ibn Khaldun was 
identified from The Muqaddimah book and the protégé software will be used in building the ontology. This is expected that 
the outcome will give an understanding of the structure and help to design the ontology development of ethical issues in 
Twitter related to Ibn Khaldun’s thoughts.  
 

Keywords: Ontology, Social Networking Sites, Twitter, Muqaddimah, Ibn Khaldun  

 

Abstract  
 

Purpose 
Ontology performs effectively in describing knowledge or concepts projected in a domain which can be interpreted by human 
and computer. This project aims to develop the ontology development for ethical issues in Twitter and relate to the Ibn 
Khaldun’s thoughts. Ibn Khaldun is chosen due to the sociological perspectives. His intellectual mind had worked out within 
the religious-cultural framework and influenced by the Qur’anic ethics. SNS are gained several issues regarding their platform 
as been targeted as a potential host for cybercrime, a lot of reports from the media on the issues of a pedophile, sexual 
harassment, identity theft and how the people interact and experience self and the world through the positive or negative 
side. Since most of the people are involving with social media, the ethical issues in SNS are the main focus of this project. 
The objectives of this project were to identify the ethical issues in tweets, to develop the ontology based on Ibn Khaldun’s 
thoughts, validate and verify the semantic relationship.  
 

Methodology 
Ontology development includes 4 stages (Figure 1). In the requirement analysis stage which is stage 1, through the document 
analysis method, the thoughts from The Muqaddimah book by Ibn Khaldun was identified and verified by the expert from 
his discourse related to human and civilization. From these keywords, the synonyms have been verified by searching through 
Institute of Language and Literature (DBP) thesaurus and Google Trends has been used to find the integration among Google 
search query and data in Twitter. Then, synonyms word has been identified as a validated hashtag to be searched in R-
programming to collect the tweets on Twitter before running the results for the sentiment analysis process. Then, run the 
tweets in Parallel Dots to identify the sentiment analysis. In stage 2 and 3 which is development and implementation stage, 
the conceptual and formalization of the ontology will be identified and the transformation into machine-readable 
representation. The protégé software will be used in building a semantic relationship in the ontology. In stage 4 which is the 
evaluation stage, the interview will be conducted with 2 subject matter of experts to validate the ontology and verify the 
semantic relationship. 

 
Findings 
Through the document analysis method on The Muqaddimah book, 10 thoughts was verified by the expert and justified as a 
keyword. The keyword has been searched in the Institute of Language and Literature thesaurus and 45 synonyms word have 
been identified as a hashtag to be searched in R-programming to collect the tweets. Then, run the tweets in Parallel Dots to 
identify the sentiment analysis. 1075 public’s tweets were collected and 168 tweets classified as negative statements. Experts 
contributed their intellectual expertise in the validation and verification process in the ontology evaluation stage.  
 

Value 
From ontology model, tweets from users’ can be linked to the concepts of human sociology based on Ibn Khaldun’s thoughts 
by refers to the ontology concepts. Throughout the ontology construction process, this is expected that the outcome will 
give an understanding of the structure and help to design the ontology development of ethical issues from negative 
statements in Twitter related to Ibn Khaldun’s thoughts. From the tweets collection, users statement can be linked to the 
concepts of human sociology related to the SNS user behavior and further the contributions of Ibn Khaldun in the ethical 
issues model refers to the ontology concepts. The Ibn Khaldun’s thoughts can be further expanded to a wider dimension of 
concepts for instance economy, education, history or related field from diverse industries.  
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Figure 1: Ontology Development Stages 
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Highlights 
 
Recording students’ moral values is very important for teachers and students. It should be faster and immediately recorded 
to avoid missing. Internet is the most reliable tool to be used (online basis). The recorded data is managed in a database as 
it can be written and retrieved easily by the time is needed. 
 

Key words: Mobile Phone, Scanning, Recording, Online, Database, Immediate  

 
Introduction 
 

Moral Values are taught at school either directly or indirectly. The students have to practice it in their school daily 
life. These moral values have to be recorded at instantly by teachers all the time their students practicing them.  However, 
the teachers sometimes hardly to record them as they have no writing tools at that moment and they might miss the values 
applied by their students. Nowadays, most of the teachers have the internet facilities via their mobile phone. Thus, the 
Students’ Moral Value Recording System is developed as a tool or assistant for the teachers to record the students’ moral 
value immediately. Furthermore, the values is organized nicely in a database. It can be retrieved at any time and any place. 
 

Content 

The Students’ Moral Values Recording System is an android base system. The system is linked to a database which is known 
as Google Sheet. This system is developed purposely for teachers to benefit their students. It has two pages, menu page and 
the list page. At the menu page, there are a few features such as the name of organization, logo, text box for teacher’s ID, 
Student’s name, barcode scanning button, send button, list button and exit button. At the list page, there are two things 
which are back button and students’ moral values list. The system needs internet connection and the barcode scanner 
installed. The users have to key in the id (identification number), then click the barcode scanner button to scan student’s 
name. After that, they have to choose the moral value from dropdown list, then click send button. Lastly, click OK button 
when the message “data has been successfully saved” appeared. When the users want to see the students’ moral value list, 
they have to click list button and it goes to list page. Then click back button on the list page to go back to menu page. Lastly 
click the exit button to close the system.  

The context of this system is that recording the students’ moral values by using mobile phone which is facilitated with 
internet connection, where the users are handling it at most of the time. This system is very important to education as 
nowadays the students need to be evaluated not only by their academic but also their moral values as evidences for their 
evaluation result. Another thing is as an assistant tool for their teachers to record the values easily. 

The advantage of the system is that it is used for recording students’ moral values as they are needed to record in the Ministry 
of Education System which is known as Sistem Sahsiah Diri Murid (SSDM). This recorded values are used as evidences for 
school life evaluation.  

This system is designed purposely for teachers. According to “e-operasi System” which is belonged to Malaysia Ministry of 
Education, the number of teachers in Malaysia is 419,904 on January 2019. If we sell the system the ministry according to 
number of teachers at RM 5 per/head, we will get more than RM 2 million. This system is actually needed by the teachers. 
Thus, it is profitable. 
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Muhammad Bin Ab. Ghani, Fareisha Adriana Binti 
Farez, Azma Syafini Iman Binti Adlin Zafrulan, Nik 
Nur Adeela Binti Nik Mohd Alimin, Siti Khadijah 
Amirah Binti Mohammad, Wan Alya Nabila Binti 
Wan Ahmad 
 

QR Textbook 
Mohd. Aslam bin Yahaya, Wan Hamidi bin Wan 
Husain,  
Muhammad Husni bin Abdul Mutalib 

Human Cardiac Cycle: The Novel Approach of Teaching & 
Learning Through Augmented Reality 

Nur Izah Ab Razak 

Alert Your Car 

Wan Azrina Binti Muhamad Zuki, Alif Najmi Bin Al 
Abas, Muhammd Amin Aiman Bin Abdullah, Wan 
Emil Mukhlis Bin Wan Badri, Mohamad Nabil Hazmi 
Bin Suhaizi, Muhammad Faris Daniel Bin 
Muhammad Effendy, Tan Tse Guan 

GRU (Gamer Rise Up) 

Tengku Siti Zaliha Binti Tengku Wook, Wan Ahmad 
Lutfi Bin Wan Azinuddin, Che Ku Izz Hazia Bin Che Ku 
Azam, Lukman Hakim Bin Suhaimae, Abdul Rahman 
Bin Mohd Razif, Shafiq Bin Mansor 

Relationship between learning and teaching style 
Nithya dewi a/p p Subramaniam Chetty, Noor Azida 
bt Sahabudin 

Edugames Saiful Hanafi Bin Mohamaed Tahir 

Aplikasi Mudah Alih "Jom Jawi" untuk Kanak-kanak Prasekolah 
Nor Zuhaidah Mohamed Zain 
 

What Say You? Wan Normala Binti Wan Ali 

Aplikasi Mudah Alih 'Direktori Kelas KSAJS' 
Mohd Hishamuddin bin Abdul Rahman, Ismail @ 
Ismail Yusuf Panessai, Ahmad Safiqri bin Safrudin, 
Muhammad Arif bin Rahman 

JQO model for big RDF data in distributed processing 
environment 

Nahla Mohammed Elzein Elawad Babiker 

Play Three Languages (PTL)  

Mahfuzah Binti Abdullah, Fatimah Az Zahra Binti 
Shukri, Nur Ainaa Balqis Binti Norhijuddin , Nurul 
Humairah Binti Ahmad Fitri, Nur Irdina Najiha Binti 
MD Fakhrullah, Raja Nur Anis Syaznie Binti Raja 
Azman (Pelajar)  
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